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Abénex promotes 2 new Partners 
 
Paris, July 17, 2018 

 
 

Abénex, with its 24 professionals, continues its development following the raising of its 

latest fund, Abénex V, with 425 million Euros. Abénex stands out, among other things, 

through its operational team dedicated to supporting the growth and optimisation 

projects of portfolio companies. In addition, in order to complete its Parisian presence, 

Abénex opened an office in Lyon in the autumn of 2017. 

 

Antoine Houel and Jérôme Vandermarcq were recently promoted as Partner of the 

midcap investment team. They joined Abénex 8 and 10 years ago respectively. 

 

In addition to its private equity midcap activity, Abénex also manages more than 200 

million Euros in real estate. Abénex intends to continue to develop this activity over the 

next few years. 

 

Antoine Houel 

Antoine began his career in 2001 in the Mergers & Acquisitions department of Goldman 

Sachs where he worked for family companies and large groups. In 2005, he joined DC 

Advisory, an independent midcap investment bank, where he participated in around ten 

transactions on behalf of industrial clients, investment funds and entrepreneurs. 

Antoine joined Abénex in 2011, a team he had the opportunity to advise on the sale of 

Protection One. Since then, he has notably participated in Abénex's investments in the 

Vulcanic, Surys, Premista and Silvya Terrade groups. 

Antoine is a graduate of ESCP Europe. 

 
Jérôme Vandermarcq 

Jérôme began his career in 2002 at SODICA, advising entrepreneurs on the sale of their 

businesses. In 2005, he joined NATIXIS in the acquisition finance / LBO department 

where he worked on several transactions, including some for Abénex, which he joined 

in 2008. 

In 2015, he joined a carpentry group in the Rhône-Alpes region, where he was 

appointed head of finance and external growth strategy. 

He returned to Abénex in 2017 as head of the new Lyon office. In particular, Jérôme 

contributed to the acquisition of stakes in Onduline, Hild and in the Lyon region in Prosol 

(Grand Frais brand), RG Safety and AC Environnement. 

Jérôme is a graduate of ESSCA and holds a Master's degree in Financial Engineering 
from EM Lyon. 
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A propos d’Abénex (www.abenex.com) 
 

About Abénex (www.abenex.com) 

Founded in 1992, Abénex is a historical player in French private equity market, 

specialized in growth and buyout transactions both as a minority and majority 

shareholder. Independent for more than 10 years, Abénex operates on three segments 

of private equity: Smallcaps, Midcaps and Real-estate. 

On Small and Midcaps segments, Abénex is a long-term investor partnering with 

entrepreneurs and founding families, and operationally-involved in growth and 

operational optimization projects. Abénex is committed to the Management team’s 

success, providing them with a fully dedicated operational team to support their projects 

of transformation and external growth strategy. Abénex invests in SMEs valued up to 

€50m in Smallcaps and between €50m and €500m in Midcaps.  

Abénex’ real-estate team invests in Value-Add projects of up to €80m of asset value as 

well as in Core+ opportunities with an asset value in excess of €50m, notably in the 

retail, logistics, serviced residences and education sectors. 

The team is composed of 30 professionals with demonstrated and renowned expertise, 

located in Paris and Lyon. 

Abénex is approved by the AMF (Autorité des Marchés Financiers) to manage FPCI 

(Fonds Professionnels de Capital Investissement) and OPCI (Organismes de Placement 

Collectif Immobilier) funds. 

 
 
Contact: 

Patrice Verrier, Managing Partner, 01 53 93 69 23 


